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SOME PROPERTIES OF SOME 
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

S. K. Lee, K. H. Shon, E. G. Kwon and S. B. Joshi

Abstract. In the present paper we introduce a new 이ass of ana- 
lytic functions and give some results

1. Introduction

Let A denote the class of functions f(z) which are analytic in U = 
{z : 丄히 V 1} with /(0) = 0, /z(0) = 1. As usual

S*(a)

,)={f : f e A and Re (亨(([))〉a, 0 < a < 1, zC U}.

This is well-known class of starhke functions of order a(0 < a < 1).
Let /(z) and F(z) be analytic in the unit disc U. The function f(z) 

is said to be subordinate to F(z), if F(z) is univalent, /(0) = F(0) and 
f(U) C F(C7). We denote this relation by the symbol /(z) Y F(z) or 
fYF.

In the present paper we introduce the following class by using the 
notion of subordination.

A function /(z) belonging to A is said to be in the class 入)if 
and only if /(z) satisfies the condition

(1-2) ■尸(z) (f-< 1 + Xz (z £ U).

for 0 < and 0 < A. In [3], R. Singh considered the real part of left 
hand side of (1.2).
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In the present paper, we obtain some conditions for /(z) to be star- 
like using-method of differential subordination, and further we use 
differential inequalities too.

We cite, below following lemmas which we are going to use,

Lemma A[l]. Let w be a nonconstant and analytic in U with 
w(0) = 0. If |w| attains its maximum value on the circle |끼 = r at 
初 we have

zg/(zo) = fcw(zo), k>l.

Lemma B[2]. Let (/>(u,v) be a complex function, (j> : D ——> C 
(D Cl CxC.C is the complex plane), and let u = ui +iu2, ©二二如 +W2 - 
Suppose that the function v) satifies following conditions

i) v) is continuous in D.
ii) (1,0) € D 辺dRe{©(l,0)} > 0,
Hi) 玉흔*)} < 0 for all (袒纱,功) such that 如 < —(] +
诡)/2

Let p(z) = l+piz+p2Z2-\— be analytic in U such that (p(z), zp'(z)) e 
D for all z EU.
If Re{(f>(p(z),祁Z(z))} > 0, z eU, then Re{p(z)} > 0, z EU.

2. Main results

We, first need the following result on differential subordination.

Lemma 1. Let p(z) = 1 + p^z + P2Z2 + •… be analytic in U and 
satisfies the condition

(2.1) 企佥+妇Yi+医
卩

for some /i > 0, A > 0. Then

(2.2) ?(z) Y 1 + 入 12, where Ai =
시」G

1 + js
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Proof. We define the function w(z) by

= 1 + 人1 切(z), where Ai = -새—
1 + /I

Then w(z) is analytic in 17, with w(0) = 0. We want to 아low that 
|w(z)| < 1, z eU.

If not by Lemma A, there exists zq e U、such that |w(zo)| = 1 and 
zqw^zq) = fcw(zo), k > 1. Then we have

略 +0（如） - 1| = +（1 + 사畝如）） - 1

=시宇+硕勾）

_、g . J
—t「

which is contradiction to (2.1). Hence |w(z)| < 1, z G ?7. Therefore we 
have the desired result.

From Lemma 1, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. If f G A and satisfies (1.2) for some /i > 0, and A > 0, 
then

(2-3) Y 1 + Aiz, where 為=----
1 +户

Proof. We define the functio표 p(z) by

(2-4) p(z)=
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Then

zj”(z) - f(z)

p，

g - 土
and we see that p(z) = 1 + p\z + P2Z + • - • is analytic in U. Thus we 
have

(2.5) 知）
1一也+川）.

a

By Lemma 1, we get

“ Xfi
=p(z) Y 1 + Aiz, where Ai =-------

丄十/

Hence the proof is complete.

For // = 1, we get

Corollary 1. If f E A and satisfies the condition 广(z) -< 1 + 
Az, A > 0, then

了 (z) X
----- Y 1 + 云Z\ z € U. z--------- 2

In the next result, we have used the concept of differential inequal
ities.

Theorem 2. Let f E A and satisGes

씨 희广 ",

where 0 V 的 —< /?, then

Re >0.
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Proof. We define the function p(z) by

0(z)=

From the proof of Theorem 1, we get

+ p(z) > 0.

Setting the function by

卩，

where u —p(z)_^and-u~— we have that
i) is continuous in D = C x C.
ii) (1,0) G D, and Re ((/>(1,0)) = 1 - Q > 0.
iii) For all (£”2, 幻！.) E D such that <----荡모, we get

Re (</>(zn2, vi)) = Re (芸 + iu2 - 0)

= 으丄一/3

<_丄也" 
_ 2卩
<0,

where 0 < /1, —< (3, Hence we get

=Rep(z) > 0.

From (2.5) and Theorem 2, we get the following corollary.
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Corollary 2. Let p(z) = 1 + piz + p2z + •…be analytic in U 
satisfying the following condition

삐应+*(*)>—土.

Then we get
Rep(z) > 0.

Remark. Nunokawa showed the case “ = 2 of above Corllary 2. 
(See [3; Lemma 5])

Now we consider some special cases of above Theorem 2.

Corollary 3. If 卩=1 and f E A satisfies the following condition

Re(f'(z、))>。eU,

then
/€S*(0).

Corollary 4. If 卩，=2 and f E A satisfies the following condition

Re(y)>T,湯。，

then
"丝Y〉o.
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